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Why Cost Cutter?" you may ask.
Simply because Engel Europa
International Ltd. can produce savings on
sheet metal fabrications that take all
other systems right out of the running.
Fully automated Coiline®Systems use
rolls of sheet steel so that dramatic savings
in material wastage are immediately
apparent, and one man operation ensures
equally dramatic savings in labour costs.
Blanks, 'L' section, 'u' section and full
boxed ducting in sizes from 150mm x
150mm up to 2500mm x 2500mm can be
produced in one continuous operation.
Modular design gives flexibility and
future expandability of the system, thus
keeping Initial outlay to a minimum.
e Up to 25% saving on sheet metal wastage.
elncreasedthroughput-reducedlabourcosts
e Accommodates one.to six coils of steel of
up to 7 tonne capacity
e Minimum floor space reqUired BRITISH
e No special traini~g required _ ~,~
one man operation
eup to16 gauge mild steel
~ ~
capaCity
BUlL:
I I

T le secret of the country's best range
of roof extract units lies in the incredible lA
high performance power unit
Factory match and balance an
aluminium impeller (axial or centrifugaO with
the superb lA. external rotor motor and
you have apower unit "par excellence:'
Europak axial powered, Apollo centri-.fugal orVenus vertical discharge units, . ,
~ey' re all of glass fibre construction - sleek,
h~ yet Immensely strong and corrosion
reslstan~ all backed with full ancilliaries
induding the largest range of Soaker Sheets
in Europe.
If you want the very best in high performance, speed controllable, maintenance
free roof units, come to us and don't expect
to pay more than you would for one with a
bred old "prop" fan.
Send for details of the country's best
range of roof extract units.

VENTILATION TO THE NATION
Peartree House. Peartree Lane,Dudley, West Midlands DY2 OQU.
Te!: No: Brier1ey Hill (0384) 74062.Te!ex: No: 33596 RUNITS G.
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COVER STORY
Our cover story this month looks at the origin and development of
Danfoss, one of the world's best known names in refrigeration and
controls, and finds that there is much more to Danfoss than meets the
eye. We also take a brief look at J. J. Sampson & Son Ltd., the Irish
distributor for Danfoss Products.
IHVN, July 1983
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PLAN EXPO is a two-day exposition of architectural products and design lectures to
be held in the Burlington Hotel, Dublin, on Tuesday 1st and Wednesday 2nd
November 1983.
PLAN EXPO is being organised by Plan Magazine, the architectural monthly
publication for all Ireland, and will comprise two major events:-

DESIGN LECTURES:
There will be two lecture sessions on a theme of interest to all developers, architects,
designers, engineers, surveyors and contractors:
"Multi-Disciplinary Design and Contract Management":Tuesday 1st November: "BUILDING DESIGN"
Session Chairman: Denis Haslam ARIBA MRIAI. President of the Royal Society of
Ulster Architects and Partner, Anthony F. Lucy & Co., Belfast.
Guest Speaker: Derek Sugden MICE MIStructE MWeldl MIOA, Partner, Arup
Associates, London.
Wednesday 2nd November: "INTERIOR DESIGN"
Session Chairman: Desmond Doyle FRIAI, Partner, Burke-Kennedy Doyle &
Partners, Dublin.
Guest Speaker: Stefan Zacharay BA FSIAD FBID FRSA, Director, Stewart McColI
Design Associates, London.
Advance bookings per person per lecture cost £10.00 + 23% VAT (£12.30 total) or
at the door if seats available £15.00 + 23% VAT (£18.45 total).

EXPOSITION OF ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS:
PLAN EXPO offers you the manufacturer, distributor and supplier of architectural
products a truly unique opportunity to promote the specification of your products and
services to the construction industry's most influential specifiers in a conducive
environment.
Full information on both lecture sessions or exhibition costs and details are available
from:
Richard P. Byrne or Neil Steedman
PLAN Magazine
5/7 Main Street, Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland.
Tel.: 885001 Telex: 92258.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1983
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UCD Engineering Student Wins Award
As over 30,000 third level
students come on the job
market this month,
prospects of work either at
home or abroad are dim.
One lucky student, 20-year
old Paul Durand, however,
has landed a golden
opportunity to work for
three months this summer
on an engineering project
in the Hashemite Kingdom
of Jordon.
Paul has been awarded
the 1983 Jacobs
Engineering Travelling
Studentship by Jacobs
International, the
multi-disciplinary
engineering design firm in
Dublin.
The award will enable
him to spend ten weeks
this summer working on
the company's £200
million potash refinery
project on the banks of the
Dead Sea in Jordon. He
will work on various
aspects of the project,
alongside project managers
and international technical
and engineering staff.
Paul Durand, from Dun
Laoghaire, is a third year
chemical engineering
student at Unviersity
College Dublin. He won

the award on the basis of
his high academic record
of achievements to date.
Presenting him with the
award, John McLachlan,
Managing Director of
Jacobs International in
Dublin said, "We are
pleased to be able to
present an award which
combines the recognition
of academic achievement
and opportunity for work
experience. This experience
will broaden Paul's
education and be of
greater assistance when he

is faced with making a
decision on what branch of
chemical engineering to
follow upon graduation.
As competition for jobs
increases, bright graduates
with work experience on
top of their degrees will
certainly have the edge".
Last year Paul had
summer employment with
Moy Insulation Ltd., glass
fibre manufacturers in
Ballsbridge. This however,
will be his first chance to
work abroad "I have never
worked outside Ireland

• The Gas Company and E.S.B. showrooms side by side at Bray. Is this
a case of the E.S.B. being eclipsed by the Gas Co's night lights?

before - in fact I have
never b~en on an
aeroplane," said Paul. "I
am looking forward to the
challenge of working in
Jordon and to gaining this
unique work experience".
The Jacobs Engineering
Travelling Studentship is
awarded each year to a
U.C.D. student of
outstanding merit to give
the student practical work
experience in chemical
engineering. Last year a
student from Limerick
received the award and
spent two weeks working
with Jacobs on the Jordon
project. In 1981, the
chosen two engineering
students for the award
worked in Jacobs' offices
in the United States.
Jacobs International is
the Dublin based
international division of
Jacobs Engineering Group
:-v hich has its headquarters
III Pasadena, California.
The Dublin office offers
full engineering design and
construction services and is
the base for work carried
out by Jacobs in every part
of the world other than the
Americas.

FOUNDRY'S FIRST CAST PRESENTED TO MINISTER
Cruess-Callaghan asked
operation employing 115
At a function in the
"which use an alternative
foundry in Waterford
people.
the Minister to consider
source of energy to oil and
While announcing that
whether the luxury rate of
recently, Frank
as such are contributing to
the full range of Stanley
35 0J0 VAT on solid fuel
Cruess-Callaghan ,
reducing our balance of
products is now available
appliances was appropriate
Managing Director and
payments deficit".
since they are products
Owen Conway, Production countrywide, Mr.
Director of Waterford
Foundry Ltd. presented
the "first cast" from the
new company at the
foundry to the Minister of
State at the Department of
Industry and Energy,
Eddie Collins.
In thanking the Minister
for~his encouragement,
support and assistance in
recent months, Mr.
Cruess-Callaghan also paid
tribute to the lOA, Foir
Teoranta, the workers and
their unions in Waterford
and to the company's
bankers, Guinness &
• At the presentation of the "first cast" from Waterford Foundry to the Minister were Frank Comber, Deputy
Mahon without all of
President of the Waterford Chamber of Commerce; Gregory McCambridge, Director; Eddie Collins, Minister
of tate at the Department of Industry and Energy; Alderman Joe Cummins, Mayor of Waterford; Frank
whom the new company
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss7/1
Crues-Callaghan, Managing Director; Owen Conway, Production Director; and Frank King, PC.
not now be in
DOI:would
10.21427/D7R71T
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Building
Information
Centre

Subscribers to the Building
Information Centre,
formerly at 4 Northbrook
Road, Dublin 6, will be
interested to note that the
Centre has changed
address and is under new
management.
The Centre, established
five years ago by the
Construction Industry
Federation is now under
the auspices of Bolton
Street College of
Technology and its new
address is Unit 4, lOA
Small Industries Centre,
Prussia Street, Dublin 7.
The Building
Information Centre is a
non-profit making,
self-financing organisation
intended to serve all
sectors of the building
industry. Its aim is to
encourage the exchange of
information about all
developments in the field
of building, and to
promote high standards in
the design of technical and
trade literature. It also
encourages import
substitution where
possible.
For a small annual
ubscription the Centre
provides firms and
individuals with a
permanent exhibition of
building trade literature on
behalf of manufacturers of
building products and
firms providing specialised
services.
Its Building Information
Service provides up-to-date
factual information on
building materials,
components, techniques
and also advises
subscribers on their current

use.
The activities of the
Building Information
Centre are designed to save
money, office space and
man hours for
participating firms. It
hardly needs to be
emphasised that changes
and advances in techniques
and materials have occured
rapidly in recent years, so
that it has now become
impossible for the
individual contractor or
consultant to keep abreast
of recent developments
without access to some
central source of
information specially
designed to deal with the
problem.
Builders and specifiers
will be aware that shortage
of information is not the
problem. It is produced in
ever increasing quantities,
but much of which is of an
essentially transient nature
which can only be
recorded and kept
up-to-date by constant
scrutiny of the output
from research institutes
and other official bodies,
from the technical press
and the large volume of
manufacturers'
technical/trade literature.
Applicants to the Centre
should note that this year's
annual subscription of £95
from 1st July 1983 is
recognised by the Revenue
Commissioners as an
allowable deduction for
taxation purposes.
Further information may
be obtained from the
Information Officer Mr.
E. P. O'Sullivan, (Tel:
307366, Unit 750).

Jordan Contract for
Irish Bydrodata

Irish Hydrodata, a Cork
based joint venture
between Sea Surveys Ltd.
and the Sisk Group, have
been awarded a US
$320,000 contract to
supply equipment and
associated services to the
Arab Potash Co. Ltd. of
Jordan.
In September 1982 one
of Jordan's most
ambitious projects
culminated exactly on
schedule with the
commercial production of
potassium chloride
(potash) at the Arab
potash site in the southern
end of the Dead Sea, some
400 metres below sea level.
The Dead Sea contains
some 45 billion tons of
chemicals of which two
billion tons is potash, a
basic fertiliser ingredient.
Successive evaporation of
these mineral laden waters
produce a continuous
deposition of carnallite in
vast artificial pans, which
are then harvested by
floating dredgers.
Subsequent refining
produces the final potash
end product in crystallised
form.
This continuous
harvesting method is the
first of its kind in the
world and posed a few
hydrographic problems
which Irish Hydrodata
were invited to consult on
by the project's design and
construction engineers,
Jacobs International Inc.
of Dublin. Irish Hydrodata
realised that some of these
could be solved by
adaption of the
sophisticated
instrumentation used
during their marine surveys
in Irish coastal waters.
A successful one month
trial survey has resulted in
the purchase of a suite of

instrumentation by the
Arab Potash Company
and an on-going training
and further investigation
contract for Irish
Bydrodata.
Among some of the
problems tackled
successfully were the
accurate guidance of the
harvesters across the pans
using microwave
positioning systems tied
into computer controlled
graphic displays; precision
hydrographic surveys of
the carnallite layers - in
itself a unique problem
posed by the very shallow
and highly saline brine
waters; the detection,
accurate location and
subsequent retrieval of
metallic objects lost in the
pans during the
construction phases.
Further investigations
are continuing in the light
of the initial trial survey in
conjunction with training
of Jordanian graduate
engineers in the use and
maintenance of equipment
supplied to date.
The success of Irish
Hydrodata further
reinforces the links of
Ireland with Jordan and in
particular the Arab Potash
Project.
Following the design and
construction supervision by
the Dublin office of
Jacobs International, the
IIRS then provided
geological investigations of
the artificial lagoons. A
wide range of equipment
has subsequently been
purchased from Irish
suppliers, including large
work boats fabricated by
Arklow Engineering,
Wicklow, and hundreds of
glass fibre floatation
modules supplied by GPE
Teo, Donegal.

• CHS Ireland Lld. recently held a promotion with NIBCO the fitting manufacturer. Pictured at the reception to announce the winner of
the competition were (L-R) Liam Dilion, Chris Holcroft, CHS, the
winner, Pat Mahon of Dublin Heating and Ray Alday of NIBCO.
More pictures page ]6.
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CIS
Training
Course
Coal Information Services
Ltd. have been persistently
urged to organise a further
S.F.A.S. Technical
Training Course and they
are now finalising
arrangements for the week
commencing 12th
September 1983. The
course will be held in the
Institute of Engineers, 22
Clyde Road, Dublin 4.
It is unlikely that this
opportunity may present
itself again in the
foreseeable future, so if
you wish to nominate
participants contact the
CIS right away.
Details and cost will be
provided on receipt of
application.

ESTIMATING
GUIDE
Estimation Ltd. have
recently published a
booklet enabling
contractors who are
actively considering
computerising their
estimating, job costing,
and accounts to have their
questions answered from
an easy-to-read and
descriptive guide entitled
"Computer Systems in the
Construction Industry".
Estimation are offering
these 27-page booklets,
postage paid, to any
contractor who chooses to
make contact with their
offices in Highlands Road,
Shirley, Solihull, West
Midlands, B90 4NL,
England, (Tel: 021-704
3221).

TANEY-CHAFFOTEAUX
RECEPTION

• Fintan Doyle, Sheila Plunkett, Denise O'CarrolI and Bernardin Parcel,
Sofregas.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss7/1
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BTU TACKLES WOODBROOK
The B.T.V. golfing society
held its June outing at
Woodbrook Golf Club
with the good fortune of
having ideal golfing
conditions. The coarse
favoured the low to middle
handicap players which has
not been the norm at club
or society golf over the
past few months.
The prize giving was
generously sponsored by
Lister Tubes Limited who
are associated with many
golfing events in the
mechanical services
industry.
The results of the second
nd of the society
matchplay competition
created much excitement
and speculation as to the
outcome of the draw for
the semi-finals. The
outcome of the draw was
to the satisfaction of all
present and the speculation
began again as to who
shall play in the final
match.
Results
Winner: Sean Cagney
42pts.
Class 1: 1st - Gerry
Baker (11) 39 pts; 2nd Brian Farrell (8) 39 pts;
3rd - Aubrey Moriarty
(7) 39 pts.
Class Two: 1st - Tony
en (14) 41 pts; 2nd e Askey (14) 41 pts;
3rd - John Darcy (16) 39
pts.
Class Three: 1st - Des
O'Gorman (21) 42 pts;
2nd - Eddie Egan (18) 40
pts; Victor Madigan (20)
35 pts.
Front Nine: Paddy
Costello 21pts; Peter
Reynolds 21 pts.
Back Nine: Liam
Stenson 23 pts; Eamon
Cullen 22 pts.
Par Threes (five):
Bernard Sweeney, 15
strokes.
Victor: 1st - Michael
Dennehy (11) 39 pts; 2nd
- Paddy O'Regan (9) 36
pts; 3rd - Victor
O'Donovan (15) 34 pts.

• Above: John Hunter; Tom
Scott; Paddy Kavanagh; Tom
Lynskey and Michael McDonagh.

• Left: Eddie Kellett; Sean Cagney,
Winner and Eamon McGrattan.

Hamilton*; Sean Cagney;
John Loughlin*; John
Lavelle*; Eamon Cullen.
Draw at Woodbrook
Outing: Ted Bourke, Des
O'Gorman (to be played at
Dun Laoghaire G.C.
John Loughlin, John
Lavelle, (to be played at
Newlands G.C.).

Matchplay Competition
Draw at Hermitage
Outing: Ted Bourke*;
Victor Madigan; Des
O'Gorman*; John
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1983

•
Above: John Hamilton;
Michael Wyse; Mike Askey; John
Darcy and Michael Carroll.

•
Left: Alf Sinnott;
Johnston and Matt Ronan.

Peter
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Optimistic Gas Show
Despite the problems in the gas industry at the moment
due to difficulties at Dublin Gas there was a great air of
optimism at the Gas Ireland Exhibition. There is a
feeling in the industry and with the general public,
according to a leading gas Guru, that installations are
going ahead, even with the bad press gas has been
getting. The reason for this is that at last there is a
general acceptance that gas is here to stay and no matter
what the outcome of everything that is happening at the
moment gas is the fuel of the future. The LPG industry
have not let the grass grow under their feet and with their
present pricing structures have made big inroads into
industry both rural and urban even in places where
towns gas is available.

• HEATING DISTRIBUTORS: Shay Kiernan, Jimmy
Boucher and Harry Norfolk.

• MANOTHERM: Noel Walsh and Brian
Harris.

• ASHTOWN HEATING SUPPLIES: (L-R) Michel Pep!n, Sofregas,
Paddy Cunningham, Michael Curtin, Joe Greene, ew Dubhn Gas.

• TANEY DISTRIBUTORS: Oliver McCormick, Bill

Penrice and Andy Kavanagh.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss7/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7R71T
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Attendance at the Gas show amounted to 1 500
approx., final figures will be available soon, ~nd even
the absence of New Dublin Gas as an exhibitor due to
an earlier industrial dispute did not deter almost 50 key
personnel of the Gas Company from attending the show as
visitors. This afforded valuable contact with not only
other visitors but also with many exhibitors who also
wanted to talk to the Gas Co. For the natural gas
industry there is a feeling that the flood gates have yet to
open but there is every sign that cracks have appeared
and th~re is a trickle coming th~ough; let us hope that
that trickle swells to the promised flood before the next
Gas Show.

• P. J. MATIHEWS: Kevin Long, Barry Mynett and Arthur Fee Key &
Co. (Engineers) Ltd.
'

• QUADRANT ENGINEERS: (L·R) Noel
Walsh, Michael Singles and Peter Morrow.

10
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GAS IRELAND EXHIBITION

I

PRECISION
EOfJIPMENT
LTD.

• BRELOTRON: Douglas Venn.

• BEAVER ENGINEERING: Alex
Striegel of Junkers and Alan Davies.

• HEVAC: Pat Curran, Evelyn Carroll, Tom Scott, Alan Cox, Swank
and Graham Burrows of Jeavons Engineering.

• B&E BOILERS: Pierce Mernan
and Derek Alien .

• G.I.M. BOILERS: Bob Allsop of Danks, Gerrard Renwick, Michael
Dooley and David O'Brien.

• JOHN R. TA YLOR: Leo Weir and Bob Charlotte.

• NAT GAS: John Naughton, Dick Spring, Tainiste and Minister for
Environment, Des Carroll, Jacques Durand.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1983

• PRECISION HEATING EQUIP·
MENT: (L-R) M. P. Lysaght and
Robert Burke.

• WAVIN PIPES: Larry Carr and Jim
Robb of Wavin Pipes (NI) Ltd.

• TANEY DISTRIBUTORS: Jimmy Farrell, Pat Gaffney, Eamon
Clancy, Norman Waiters of Chaffoteaux.
IHVN, July 1983
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Northern
Ireland
Fuel Usage
A recently issued summary report
presents key findings from a survey
of domestic fuel usage in the private
housing sector of Northern Ireland,
which was carried out on behalf of
the Coal Advisory Service by Ulster
Marketing Surveys Limited during
June, 1982.

Main Heating - All Homes
1981/82
The breakdown of main heating
methods in Northern Ireland
households represents a
consolidation of the results from the
current survey of the private
household sector, and estimates
provided by the Housing Executive
(at June 1982).
Solid fuel represents by far the
most popular primary heating fuel,
and is currently used by virtually
seven in ten households (69%) in
this role. With such a major share
of the market, all other fuels register
at fairly modest levels; oil represents
a main heating method of just over
one in seven homes, and electricty is
used by approximately one in ten.
The figure for town gas is 5070. The
'other' category covers wood and
peat burning stoves and fires.
Relating these market share
figures to the estimated total of
461,400 homes, indicates that
approximately 318,600 homes use
solid fuel as their main heating
method, of which 207,400 use
bituminous fuel, and 111,200 use
smokeless fuel.
65,000 homes are heated by oil,
46,000 by electricity and 22,000 by
t<lWn gas.
Main Heating - All Homes - 1977
1980 • 1982
There has been a reduction in the
notified number of occupied homes
compared with 1980.
Coal has been the only fuel (apart
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss7/1
from bottled gas) to increase its
DOI: 10.21427/D7R71T
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market share since 1977. The
number of hoems heated by oil,
electricity and town gas all have
fallen.
The most significant reductions
are electricity and town gas.
Since 1977 - 20,000 households
have converted from electricity and
7000 households converted from
gas. The preference clearly has been
for coal, which has increased by
20,000 households in the same
period.

The Energy Division of the Dept. of
Economic Development,
Netherleigh, Stormont, Belfast have
announced the details of the new
Energy Conservation Scheme which
was promised by the Secretary of
State in his post budget "aid for
industry" speech.
The scheme is open ended and
covers practically all sections of
industry and commerce and is
intended as an aid to employment
and to reduce overall costs in
addition as an aid to reduce the
Province's dependence on oil.
All the grants available are in
addition to those such as Standard
Capital Grants available prior to
and together with the scheme.
Basically up to 30% of the total
cost of installing energy
conservation equipment or plant will
be paid. Heat recovery plant
economisers, thermal wheels,
insulation, automatic controls,
specialised energy equipment are
examples of the wide range covered.
In addition conversion of boiler
plant to a fuel other than oil, or
replacement of the boilers will be
included. Where technical advice has
to be obtained and reports prepared,
50% grant will be available.
The scheme is a most generous
one. Industry will be failing in its
duty to itself and to the country in
general if it does not, with this
support, take itself in hand and
increase its overall efficiency.
Consulting engineers should study
the act and persuade their clients
that it would be in their interest, to
study their plants and see what
savings can be achieved.
Full details are available from the
Energy Division.

Building Design Partnership the
consulting engineers hosted a
function in the Ulster Museum to
celebrate the 21st year of their
Belfast office.
Belfast Education and Library
Board Architects Department have
moved their offices to York
Building, 2 Curtis Street, Belfast
BT I. The move takes affect from
now.
Lister Tubes Ltd., Glenmachan
Place, Belfast, have been appointed
sole agency distributors for
Northern Ireland for Alien Ygnis
boilers. The boilers manufactured in
the U.K. have been a popular choice
over the years by the Province's
consultants. In addition to their well
known oil and gas range, Alien
Ygnis have recently added coal fired
units to their range.
Together with this agency; Lister's
have also been appointed agents for
Europane Steel Radiators. These are
a streamline low water content
radiator available as single, double
and treble panels with a range of
five heights.
John Dowling & Son Ltd.,
Linenhall Street, Belfast, have
announced that they intend closing
down their heating and plumbing
department at the end of the year.
All existing committments will be
met. It is intended to continue with
their electrical contracting
deparement.
J. P. Corry & Co., the Belfast based
builders merchants and fuel
importers have announced that the
Mr. J. F. Sheldon has been
appointed a director of the company
and at the same time it was
announced that Mr. H. C. Whitley
had been appointed a Director of J.
P. Corry (Holdings).
Mr. Francis Doone of Upper
Ballinderry is the winner of the
inter-college plumbing competition
organised by the Scottish and
Northern Ireland Plumbing
Employers Association. He is the
first Northern Ireland apprentice to
win the competition outright. He is
a student of Lisburn Technical
College.
12
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Command Performance
We'd like to introduce you to one of the best double acts
in the business!
The Landis & Gyr RWB2 domestic heating programmer, providing
individual control of central heating and domestic hot water by its
sophisticated system of command signals to thermostats and valves.
And the Landis & Gyr SK3 motorised valve, with its fast and
accurate performance in feeding heat between the central heating
and hot water systems, or feeding both simultaneously if required.
The RWB2 has been taking curtain calls for some time now,
impressing dealers and their customers with its consistent reliability
and downright good looks. The electrical circuits for both c.h. and
hot water supply are microswitch controlled, and a unique feature
of the RWB2 is its facility to.give 10 or 16 different programmesdepending'on the type of heating system installed.
The SK3 is a relatively new act, but since its introduction last year
its low price, high performance and off-the-shelf availability has
put it well on the way to becoming a market leader. The SK3's
special design elimir:'~tes the .ne~d for a se~arate rel~y - normally
required for mid-position applications - and It IS supplied complete
with compression fittings for direct connection to copper pipework.
For colour literature and full information on the RWB2 and SK3,
and the rest of the range of Landis & Gyr domestic heating
controls, just fill in and send us the coupon - or use the reader
reply service.

( LA NO IS&GYR ) CONTROLS FOR COMFORTABLE LIVING
Landis & Gyr Limited, Victoria Road, North Acton, London W3 6XS
Telephone: 01-992 5311 Telex: 21486
Suppli~s of these

r-

-...,

1
1 Please send me literature on the RWB2, SK3 and the
1 range of Landis & Gyr domestic heating controls.
1 Nam"'''-

1
1
1
1
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:

1
11 Addres...s
1
I

-----_1
11
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I
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L -------------_--1
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products are available from Brown Boveri (Ireland) Ltd., and Alpha Controls.
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HEAT RECLAIM
pipe it to our heat
machine. Any source of
heat will do. In fact, the
heat machine can source
more than 100F above
freezing. Naturally, the
higher the temperature of
The Heat Machine
waste heat available, the
more efficiently the heat
It may surprise many
machine will operate.
people but liquid chiller
If you look at some
manufacturers are in the
typical examples; from the
heating business more than
condenser of the computer
ever. They have developed
room air conditioning unit,
high temperature efficient
heating which gives us new we have a source of waster
warm water at 95°F or
concepts in energy
35°C that would ordinarily
conservation. This has
be discharged to an
become known as a heat
machine:Basically what this outdoor cooling tower.
Instead, we would pipe it
machine does is recycle
to the reclaim site of the
waste heat, Le. it takes
heat machine. Waste heat
waste heat from any
is removed from the water
source and converts to
heat to supply your central at the heat machine and
then piped up to a higher
station air handling units
temperature. In this
or terminal heating units
example the heating
or any other type of
circuit, say, calls for a hot
heating. It can work to
supply at 160°F or 70°C
supply heat in the 120° to
returning at 140°F or
160°F or 48°C to 71°C
60°C. The heat machine is
range for any type of
designed to :"l'ecifically
system you have. Hot
operate in those heating
water can be supplied at
the temperature levels most averages seen on the
screen, which are normal
often required for building
heating levels and this
comfort heating. Basically
means that it fits right into
how the heat machine
the heating layout whether
works is the old story of
it is for a new building or
taking a typical building
the retrofit of an existing
and locating within that
installation. That is only
building the source of
one example.
waste heat such as lights
Restaurants have to be a
and people, office
classic case for the
machines and computers,
application of these heat
printing rooms, cafeterias
machines. From the
and all the other heat
dishwashers, a consistent
sources found in to-day's
and relatively high
modern business world.
temperature source of
The important point to
energy, is normally put to
realise is that we pay for
waste. By extracting the
the energy for these items
heat from this waste water
and then, in many cases,
you re-use heat that you
throwaway a major part
have already paid for.
of that energy which is
Industrial processes use
rejected by the machine as
large quantities of water to
heat. So what we are
cool their moulding heads
talking about is reclaiming
and more often than not
and using heat that we
are still throwing that heat
have already paid for, in
away.
the majority of cases. We
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss7/1
Interior zones of larger
now connect that heat and
DOI: 10.21427/D7R71T
by Mr. Michael Buckley,
Director, Walker Air
Conditioning, presented at
a recent EMA meeting.
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buildings often require
cooling while the perimeter
of the same building
requires heating. And this
is where a heat exchanger
can capture waste heat
from the exhaust air of the
interior and use the same
heat where it is needed in
other areas of the building
but at higher, more readily
useable temperature levels.
By using the existing
building design to suggest
possible heat sources,
many possibilities for
application of the heat
machine can be seen.
Of course, some
buildings may have
exterior supplies of warm
water, such as a pond or
an underground source or
a canal. Here it is a simple
matter of taking advantage
of the source by using heat
already stored in the
outdoor source at low
energy levels and pumping
up this heat to useable
temperatures. Of course,
the only purpose of using
waster heat is the
reduction of the heating
expense. Let's compare the
operation of our machine
with that of your normal
electric heating system. If
you put lkW of electrical
energy through a hot wire
electric system as it is
called you will receive lkW
of heat, put in 50kWs will
you receive 50kWs of
heat? It is a straight one
for one system. We say it
has a co-efficient of
performance or COP of
one. COP is simply the
number obtained when you
divide the heating energy
output by electric energy
used in the same units, in
this case kWs. The higher
the COP the more
efficiently your heating
device is performing. So
what COP can we expect
from a heat machine? That
depends on the
temperature of the waste

heat sources as well as the
required heating cycle
temp. Co-efficients of
performance of 4 are
typical. In exceptional
circumstances co-efficients
of performance as high as
6 are not out of the
question with a good waste
heat source. That means
that under optimum
conditions you can get 6
times as much heat from
these heat machines as the
energy required to operate
it. This is certainly an
important saving in these
days of high priced energy.
Naturally, cost
differences between the
various energy sources will
be wider. For comparison
purposes we have chosen
to compare electrical
energy to fuel oil, natural
gas and liquified petroleum
gas. If we look at this
graph we can use it to
compute the break-even
cost of each of these fuels.
To use the graph we must
know the cost per kW
hour of electricity for our
new locality and the COP
of the equivalent heat
machine. The vertical axis
represents cost per kW
hour in local currency. The
3 xs at the bottom
represent break-even costs
in local currencies for fuel
oil, natural gas and
liquified petroleum gas.
For example, if local
electrical costs are 0.07
units of local currency per
kW hour, enter the chart
at that point. Move
horizontally into the curve
where it intersects the line
of co-efficient of
performance of 4, in this
example. From this
intersection drop a line
vertically to intersect the 6
lower fuel break-even axis
and read the break-even
cost from, say propane
gas, as 0.095 per litre in
local currency. The
propane gas is available
14
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I~--:-:--:-locally in any price to the
cooling load. Large
left of the break-even
quantities of cooling water
point and is a less
are, say, required for a
expensive fuel. At any
process of SO°F or 26.5°C.
point to the right of the
Heated water leaves the
break-even point propane
process at lOO°F or 37.5°e
is recirculated through an
gas would be more
expensive than the
outdoor cooling tower and
electrical driven heat
returns to complete the
machine. As you can see in cycle. Add the heat
the example, any time
machine to conserve the
propane gas costs more
heat being wasted to the
than 0.095 per litre in local tower. A simple diverting
currency, the heat machine valve permits the water
will save you money. The
flow from the process to
same comparison can be
be split using as much
made for the other two
waste heat as the system
requires.
fuels. If natural gas costs
more than 0.14 litre or fuel
Another possibility in
oil costs more than 0.125
many countries, though I
per litre, the heat machine
doubt in ours, is the use of
is a saver of money.
solar panels as a heat
Let's look at some
source. A holding tank
typical systems:
stores hot water from the
Here is a building with a solar panels on a average
centrifugal chiller
temperature of 70°F or
supplying water at 45°F or
21°e. The singular most
7°e to a set of coils with
important thing to note in
the water returning at 55°F this application is that we
l3oe. The condenser water are supplying solar panels
goes to an outdoor cooling
to perform at temperatures
tower at 95°F or 35°e and
at which they are most
returns at S5°e or 30 oe.
efficient. One of the major
This completes the normal
problems in the cost
circuit. Everything works
implication of solar panels
fine. But all that heat is
is that in the majority of
thrown away and therefore
cases they are asked to
wasted.
produce water at a
temperature which is above
At the same time we
have a heating requirement
their most efficient
for 150°F or 65°e water
operation. The use of a
returning at a l30°F or
heat machine ·with a solar
55°e. A hot water boiler
panel allows the solar
supplies this heating
panel to operate at its
equirement. In summary,
most efficient. This can be
is means that at the same seen when we add a heat
time as we are supplying
machine to build the
electrical energy to a .liquid
temperature to levels most
chiller and rejecting heat
suitable for comfort and
through a tower, we are
heating, say. We get a
also supplying, say, oil to
modern energy conscious
a boiler to generate hot
benefit of the solar panel
water. The only things
system at its most efficient
incompatible with the
point without sacrificing
system are the
the benefits of high
temperatures of the waters
temperature heating
available.
sytems.
Now add a heat machine
We have already also
as a supplement to the
discussed the outdoor
boiler. We no longer waste
water source such as a like
heat so that the tower
or a pond or a canal that
circuit isn't used during
can be used to advantage
the heating season. The
with these machines.
reduction in tower fan h.p.
Assuming a source of
must be taken into account water at, say 45°F or 7°e
when doing detailed energy which is the average
studies. For every kW of
temperature for lakes,
electrical input plus the
canals etc. in Ireland, the
heat previously wasted you
heat is extracted and the
receive from 3 to 5 kW of
water returns to the poist
energy.
just above freezing point.
Another typical situation The heat machine makes it
could be a fixed process
possible to supply a warm
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1983
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water circuit at lO6°F or
71°e and still maintain an
operating co-efficient
performance of 2.5. A
very detailed analysis
would need to be done
with such an application as
this is on the borderline of
efficiency.
There are also cases
where simultaneous
heating and cooling loads
occur. Here the heat
machine can provide both
heating and cooling at the
same time. To ensure that
proper heating levels are
always available, the heat
machine is capable of
efficient operation at
partial heating loads. For
instance, when the sun
shines, even on cold days,
the heat machine must
shift smoothly into a
control mode which
matches output to heating
requirements. To achieve
this it is typical that these
machines will have S step
controllers and a heating
thermostat with its sensing
element in the leaving hot
water circuit, which senses
the water temperature and
either loads or unloads
cylinders or starts and
stops compressors to
match the load. A separate
sensor with its sensing
element in the leaving
chilled water circuit
matches the cooling
capacity to the cooling
load. A simple toggle
switch permits you to
select a control which
governs machine
operation. During the
heating season switch to
heat and the more
important heating circuit
has priority. During the
cooling season switch to
cool and the control
automatically retains the
cooling set points. It is
important to remember
that there are intermediate
seasons which are typical
of the times when
simultaneous heating and
cooling requirements are
present in a building,
occupying substantially
more than half of our
year.
Above we have discussed
typical applications with a
heat machine. A heat
machine is, after all,
nothing more than a
modified version of a

typical liquid chiller. In
fact, it is the proven design
that is one of the biggest
features of this type of
equipment. It isn't some
new idea that needs field
trials and modification
before it takes its place
with proven products. A
few simple but highly
important changes to a line
of products that have been
the backbone of our
industry for years have
been made. This particular
machine has over 40,000
units installed throughout
the world, so we know it
works.
We said the changes are
small, but they are very
important so let's have a
look at a few of them. The
compressors are totally
redesigned specifically for
high head operation
necessary to provide the
sort of water temperatures
that we have been talking
about. The list required of
normal heating ranges
make a specially rugged
compressor necessary.
The addition of heavy
cellular foam insulation to
the condenser section to
conserve every bit of heat
ensures a careful thermal
shielding that improves
unit capacity and saves
both heat and energy.
Six pass condensers take
m,ost of every bit of heat
before discharge of the
water. Maximum heat
transferred is sure to give
optimum performance.
To meet the widest
possible range of
temperatures, there are
three different refrigerant
selections available.
Naturally, the expansion
valves at control points are
adjusted to match exactly
the refrigerant used.
It is typical that
machines with neither
50hz. for our own
domestic market or 60hz.
for those of you involved
in the export market are
available with the usal
choice of voltages.
50hz. models for this
particular machine are
available in 17 sizes from
120 to over 3500 Btu/hr or
35 2/1000 of heating and
from 77 to almost 3000m
Btu/hr or 23/S00kWs of
cooling.
Similarly, models in the
IHVN. July J983
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The Walker philosophy has
worked throughout Ireland for
almost 20 years and now works
in the U.K. and around the world.
We supply the best air conditioning,
refrigeration and heat~iiiiii~
pump hardware
backed by the
special style of
Walker service.
As aresult, all our clients
can bank on real energy savings.
4000 Carlyle products, computermatched for
~~ maximum energy
efficienc~ can be
supplied
throughout
the 32 counties.
Our mix of
products
and super-service
has made us number
one in Ireland and helps
us to sell abroad.

As an Irish
business supplying ~
the Middle East
and beyond, and
hard at work in
Scotland and
northernmost England, we earn
vital foreign currency to provide
wealth for Ireland and employment
for our people.
So by buying from Walker in
either Dublin or Belfast, you're
supporting amyriad of local Irish
companies who
supply us with a
host of other
products.and
seIVlces.
Ours is an Irish company with
the hallmark of success, with Carlyle
from Walker you can invest, in the
most energy efficient products and
systems on the market, in
transatlantic technical innovation,
and in Irish industI)T.
r

I
DUBLIN: Dublin Industrial Estate, Finglas Road, Dublin 11.Tel: Dublin 300844. Telex: 24862
BELFAST: 9a CherryhiII Road, Dundonald,Belfast,BTI6 OJH. Tel: Dundonald 5234. Telex: 747681
GLASGOW: Washington Road, Unit 10B,Abbotsinch Industrial Estate, Paisley, PA3 4ET.
.
Tel: 041887 0551. Telex: 779406

«)

leader in' air conditioning
and heating technology

A member of the Jefferson Smurfit Group
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60hz. range of application,
again for those in the
export business, are
available with a similar
heating/cooling capacity.
Another major
advantage of many of
these machines is that their
compactness allows them
to fit through most door
openings as they are only
36" or 963mm wide and,
therefore, their installation
in a retrofit situation is
seldom a difficulty. With
modern technology most
of these machines would
now come fully charged
and factory wired, to make
installation a fast and
accurate job. The
additional feature of
multiple compressors to
supply efficient operation
at lower cost during those
times when full capacity is
not required is typical of
the sort of features that
make these machines so
applicable. These heat
machines have been
available for about a year
now and it is the duty of
each of us who are
involved in the national
use of the energy available
to this country to ensure
that that energy is used as
efficiently as we possibly
can. Examine your own
application and make sure
that energy and heat that
we have paid for is not
being wasted to the
atmosphere while we are
paying again a second time
to generate heat in a
diffeernt manner at the
same time.

• CHS-NmCO from page 5 presenting the award for top sales of
NIBCO fittings through CHS was,
Ray Alday of NIBCO, Tony Connolly of CHS and Declan Coyle
.also of CHS.
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• Pictured above are all who attended the NmCO-CHS reception.
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GAS IRELAND SEMINAR
Without doubt the event of the seminar year was the
Gas Ireland Seminar held in conjunction with the Gas
Ireland Exhibition. Over 120 delegates attended the
Seminar and heard from three speakers on the subject of
Gas Safety and Standards. The degree of success can be
gauged on the fact that questions at the end of the
seminar lasted for an hour and there was no sign of a
shortage even when Larry Sherin of Limerick Gas, who
did a great job as Chairman for the day, called a halt
when there was a danger that lunch would be missed
completely.
The introduction and opening of the Seminar was
performed by Ewing Paterson, Director, IIRS Standards
Division, and the speakers were Tony O'Leary, New
Dublin Gas, his subject was Safety in Installation, John
Bowers, Bord Gais Eireann, Safety in Distribution, and
Michael Higgins ILPGA, Safety with LPG. All the
speakers are members of the Gas Technical Standards
Committee and almost as proof of their work two final
draft standards completed by the committee were handed
over to Sean O'Muiri Assistant Secretary at the

I

GAS SAFETY

• Sean 6 Muirl, Assistant Secretary, Department of Industry and
Energy receiving final drafts of two new standards prepared by the Gas
Technical Standards Committee from Ewing Paterson, Head of
Standards, I.I.R.S. at the Gas Ireland Seminar.

Department of Industry & Energy for signature by the
Minister.
We will be publishing the three articles in H&V News
over the next few months and we start with Safety with
LPG by Michael Higgins.

"SAFETY WITH LPG"
by Michael Higgins,
B.E., B.Comm., M.B.A.,
C.Eng., M.I.E.I.
Marketing Director,
Calor Gas, presented at
the recent Gas Ireland
Seminar
Introduction
The background to the
resentation of today's
three papers to the 1983
Gas Ireland Seminar is, as
has been mentioned
earlier, the work being
done on the development
of Irish standards covering
safety aspects of the
distribution, installation
and use of both natural
gas and LPG by the Gas
Technical Standards
Committee which was set
up in February, 1982, by
the Institute for Industrial
Research and Standards at
the request of the Minister
for Energy. The Irish
Liquefied Petroleum Gas
Association is represented
on all five Technical
Committees. For my part,
I represent the ILPGA on
TC3 which deals with
appliances primarily for
the domestic market. The
other organisations
represented on TC3 are

BGE, the Cork and Dublin
Gas Companies and the
HRS.
Characteristics of LPG
The safety conditions
observed in the storage,
handling, transport and
filling of LPG are based
on the fundamental
characteristics of LPG, the
most important of which
are that:1. LPG is heavier than air
The relative densities of
Propane are 1.5/1 and of
Butane 2.0/1. One volume
of liquid LPG will expand
to give some 250 volumes
of gas.
2. The liquid requires heat
to vaporise
The latent heat of
vaporisation of LPG is 160
Btu/lb. This heat is
normally supplied from the
atmosphere.
3. The limits of
flammability
This is defined as the % of
gas by volume in a gas-air
mixture to obtain
combustion. The limits of
flammability are as
follows:
Lower Limit -

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1983

Propane 2.2
Butane 1.8
Upper Limit
Propane 10.0
Butane 9.0
4. The minimum ignition
temperature of a gas-air
mixture
Minimum ignition
temperatures of gas-air
mixtures are:Propane 460°C
Butane 410°C
5. Air required for
combustion
Propane requires 24
volumes of air - per
volume of gas and Butane
requires 30 volumes of air
- per volume of gas for
combustion.
LPG Safety Factors
Arising from these
characteristics of LPG the
following considerations
apply to the safety in use
of LPG:1. Since LPG is heavier
than air, bulk gas storage
compounds should not
have unprotected water
drains. Similarly, gas
cylinders of any size
should not be located
within 20 feet of drains.
2. In the event of liquid

leakage of LPG, water
should not be sprayed on
the pool of liquid as it will
only encourage boiHng of
the liquid, thus making it
difficult for the resultant
gas cloud to disperse.
Vapour above the liquid
should be dispersed by
means of a very fine water
spray. A liquid leak from
a pipe can be reduced by
spraying water on the leak.
An ice block is formed and
this reduces the leak.
3. Because of the limits of
flammability are so close it
is difficult to obtain the
correct gas-air mixture for
ignition and therefore in
the event of a gas leakage
it is better to allow gas to
disperse in air.
4. The minimum ignition
temperature is relatively
high and requires a strong
spark for ignition. This
can be quite difficult to
obtain in practice.
5. LP gases require
relatively large volumes of
air for combustion and for
this reason great care must
be taken with the use of
gas fires and appliances in
unvented rooms,
bathrooms, caravans, etc.
/HVN, July /983
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Standards and Codes of
Practice
To facilitate correct
installation of LPG
storage, appliances,
transport vehicles and
electrical equipment, many
standards and codes of
practice have been
developed in different
countries. Among those in
regular use are the
following:
NFPA Codes
- codes developed in the
U.S.A. by the National
Fire Protection
Association.
IP Codes
- the codes produced by
the Institute of Petroleum
and used on a world-wide
basis, particularly in areas
outside North America.
British Standards
- there is a wide range of
British Standrds and other
U.K. Codes of Practice in
use by the LPG industry,
particularly in Western
Europe and Australasia.
Other National Codes
- these are usually to be
found in countries where
particular LPG activities
require the development of
special standards or codes
of practice.
Constraints of time only
allow for a brief outline of
the many standards and
codes in use here in
Ireland and elsewhere, but
it may be of interest to
trace the safety standards
applicable to LPG at
various stages from its
original production to its
ultimate point of use.

Marine Transport
The Codes used for the
building testing and
operation of marine
transport are the
Intergovernmental
Martime Consultive
Organisation Marine
Standards and the
International Oil Tanker
and Terminal Safety
Guide.
Terminal Storage
There are three
international1y recognised
Codes for the design and
installation of large
terminal storage:a) Guidance notes for the
storage of LPG at fixed
installations (British
Health and Safety
Executive).
b) IP Model Code of Safe
Practice Part 9.
c) NFPA No. 59 LPG at
Utility Plants and 59a
LNG Storage and
Handling (1981).
These Codes cover the
layout of plant within
large terminals and the
safety distances which
must be allowed. They
specify either British or
American Safety of
Mechanical Engineers
Standards for the design of
tanks, equipment and
pipework. The NFPA
Standard is the oldest of
these standards and it can
be regarded as the basis
for all other standards. It
i~ updated at regular
inten'als and it covers all
modern developments such
as mounded storage.

Oil Refinery/Gas Well
Pipeline
Head
Pipelines
are designed and
The safety aspects of
fabricated to either IP
production at oil
Model Code of Safety
refineries, gas well head
and separation plants, are Practice Part 6 or the
appropriate British
normally designed, built
Standard
for materials and
and operated to Institute
welding
specifications.
It is
of Petroleum Codes of
normal
practice
within
the
Practice. The Codes which
IP
industry
to
use
the
cover the safety
Code for pipelines.
requirements are:I. IP Code of Safe
Filling Stations
Practice Part 1 Electrical.
Filling Stations are
2. IP Code of Safe
designed to either IP Code
Practice Part 3 Refining.
of Safe Practice Part 9 or
3. IP Code of Safe
NFPA No. 58 LPG
Practice Part 4 Drilling
Storage and Handling
and Production.
(1981).
4. IP Code of Safe
Practice Part 8 Drilling
Rail Cars
Production and Pipeline
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss7/1
Operation in Marine areas. Rail cars are normal1y
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built to the specification of
the national rail authority.
Each railway has its own
limitations on speed, bogie
weights, type of bogie
used, i.e. springing,
permitted maximum speeds
and rail pitch.
Road Tankers
Road tankers are designed
to either British or ASME
Standards and the
operation and design of
the vehicle must conform
to the LPGITA Code of
Practice No. 2 - Safe
handling and transport of
LPG in bulk by road. In
addition, all tankers are
now fitted with elaborate
pneumatical1y operated
systems which prevent
movement of the tanker
while a hose is attached.
Customer Storage
The Code of Practice used
for the design and layout
of bulk gas storage at
customer premises is
contained in "Guidance
Notes for the Storage of
LPG at Fixed
Installations" issued by the
British Health and Safety
Executive.
Storage of Cylinders at
Dealer Premises
There are no Irish
Standards but various
drafts have been in
circulation since 1977.
Locally, Chief Fire
Officers tend to rely on the
requirement of the U.K.
Health and Safety
Executive which we regard
as a very restrictive
document, not particularly
suited to Irish market
conditions.
Electrical Installations
Electrical installations in
non-hazardous areas are
designed and instal1ed as
per National Rules for
Electrical Installation Part
I, and Cenelec (European
Standards) EN 50.014,
EN50.018 and EN 50.019
and EN 50.020. The EN
Standards are published by
the HRS.
Appliances
The range and complexity
of LPG equipment used in
industry, for domestic
purposes and in
automotive applications is

extremely wide and
therefore difficult to
describe in detail in a short
presentation of this nature.
A great deal of work,
specifical1y catering for
Irish needs, has already
been done by two of the
five Technical Committees
within the GTSC. For
example, TC3 has already
completed its work on the
adaptation of existing
international standards to
cover the fol1owing range
of appliances:Cookers - European
Standard EN30 and BS
5386 Part 3.
Instantaneous Water
Heaters - EN26.
Gas Fires - BS 5258 Part
5.
Gas Fired Catering
Equipment - EN203.
Central Heating Boilers BS 5258 Part 1. Domestic
Central Heating Boilers
and Gas Fire/Back
Combustion up to 60 kW.
Part 8. Domestic Storage
Water Heaters.
Portable Heaters - BS
5258 Part 10.
Non-catalytic Portable
LPG Heaters. Part 11.
Catalytic type Portable
LPG Heaters. (3rd family
gases, Le. LPG).
Decorative Log-effect Fires
- BS 5258 Part 12.
Commercial Hot Water
Boilers - BS 855 Welded
Steel Boilers for Central
Heating and Hot Water
Supply 44 kW to 3 MW).
Conclusion
The gas industry, however
described or defined,
whether it is concerned
with natural gas or LPG
or both, is a complex one
which requires, as we have
seen, a wide range of
standards and codes of
practice for the safety in
use of its products. The
concept of safety standards
transcends commercial
considerations and thus
within a forum of this
kind as wel1 as in the
GTSC and other similar
bodies, we find engineers
and members of related
disciplines who in another
context are direct
competitors combining
together to develop and
promote safety standards
for the benefit of the
community in general.
20
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THE PURPOSE OF
CHIMNEYS
A. To create the draught
required to supply the air
necessary for combustion.
B. To carry away the
products of combustion.
Draught is created by
the pressure of cold air
outside, forcing the lighter
hot air out of the chimney.
The hotter the air within
the flue or the colder the
air outside, the better the
draught.
eight
f the chimney is not of
the right height the
pressure differences
between the cold and hot
air may be insufficient to
create the necessary
draught. Downdraught is
more likely to occur in too
Iowa chimney.

Pressure Zones
Pressure and suction zones
are caused by wind flow
on the windward and
leeward sides of houses
and affect the draught
obtained in the flue. Flat
roofs and pitches at less
than 30° cause a pressure
zone on the windward side
only, to eaves or parapet.
Steeper roofs extend th~
pressure zone, to the ridge
and over half the roof.
Terminal points must
extend 4' to 5' above the
eaves, or, if the pitch of
the roof is steep, the flue
should terminate above the
ridge. Generally speaking
15' to 20' is sufficient
chimney height, provided
that the terminal is in a
neutral zone.

Down-Draught
Down-draught can be
caused by wind flow
around buildings, the
effect of adjacent
buildings, trees or hills.
Terminals and cowls can
be used as a last resort, to
prevent down-draught due
to the conditions
entioned. They are of no
se if the problem is due
o high pressure zones.

Shape and Size
The internal cross section
should be round rather
than rectangular. A round
flue offers less resistance
to the flue gases and is
easier to clean. The
chimney size should never
be less than that of a
boiler flue outlet.
If the chimney is much
larger than the boiler flue,
it will absorb the heat
from the flue gases and be

The following notes are based on material submitted by
the corn panies concerned .

Insulated
Chimneys
Insulated Chimneys Ltd.
of Ashtown, part of the
Michael Vaughan Group,
supply the only
vacuum-formed
ceramic-lining
prefabricated chimney
available.
The ICL chimney, which
is produced in Ireland and
exported to 15 countries,
can withstand temperatures
up to I, 700°C (500°C
hotter than the average
chimney fire) and is
suitable for oil, gas or
solid fuel.

Full details on the ICL
chimney are available from
Ashtown Trading Supplies
Ltd., Phoenix Industrial
Estate, Ashtown, Co.
Dublin (Tel: 300122).

Whessoe
Whessoe (Ireland) Ltd. are
becoming increasingly
involved in the export
market, having in recent
times completed tank
erection contracts for the
Electricity Board, the Isle
of Man; for Manx
Petroleum, the Isle of
Man; Unilever,
Warrington in the UK;
Unilever, Nigeria; Esso
Africa in Saudi Arabia;
Transelectric (UK) in Saudi
Arabia and National
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slow to warm up. Also it
will be more susceptible to
down draught. The answer
is the use of chimney
liners; flexible flue linings
make this job relatively
easy.

becoming popular. Care
must be taken to follow
the manufacturer's
instructions. The seal at
the top and bottom of the
stack must be securely
made.

Bends
The use of bends can only
have detrimental effect on
the working of a chimney.
90° bends should be
avoided. If this is not
possible cleaning doors
must be fitted to clear the
horizontal run of the flue.

Obstructions
The chimney must be free
from obstructions; soot,
birds' nests, builders'
debris, loose bricks must
be cleared. The brickwork
itself should be sound.

Insulation
Chimneys with three
exposed sides should be
insulated; the use of
flexible liners, again is an
advantage.
Cold chimneys will not
provide the necessary
draught; due to heat losses
and fall in pressure
differences, condensation
will occur.
Flue liners should be
correctly installed and of
the right materials; acid
resisting, concrete liners of
vinyl coated asbestos.
Untreated asbestos can
disintegrate.
Flexible flue, designed
for a particular fuel, is
Technical Services in
Lybia. The company has
now secured a contract for
RP. in Cyprus for the
supply and erection of two
15 metre diameter by 15
metre high fuel storage
tanks (the value of this
contract is ST£150,000)
and eight storage tanks for
Black Sivalls and Bryson
(GB) Ltd. These tanks are
to be erected in Kuwait for
the Kuwait Oil Company
and the value of the
contract is ST£800,OOO.
In addition to these
orders in hand, Whessoe
are presently negotiating a
number of similar
contracts in Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, Iraq, Sudan and
Lybia.
Whessoe, of course, also
carry out design and

Air Leaks
Air leaks will reduce the
flue gas temperature and
weaken the draught.
Shared Flues
This is not a good practice
and should be avoided at
all times.
Ventilation to the Boiler
Chamber
Adequate fresh air
admitted at low level is
essential. Many apparent
chimney problems can be
attributed to lack of
ventilation.
Follow the installation
instructions supplied with
the boiler. All fuels must
have oxygen to burn.
fabrication of tanks
ranging from 600 gallon
cylindrical horizontal or
rectangular to 40,000
vertical cylindrical shop
tanks; pressure vessels to
BS codes 5500, to ASME
codes VIII, and DIN
codes; L.P.G. storage
vessels to BS5500; hoppers
silos, mild steel chimneys
both single and multi-core
for the petro-chemical,
power, cement, gas, dairy
and mining industries.
Whessoe are now
involved in stainless steel
fabrication. A recently
completed contract was for
the supply of a number of
vessels for use in the food
processing industry. These
vessels are to be shipped
over to Canada after a
fit-up at their client's
IHVN, July 1983
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works.
Whessoe also supply and
install monitoring of
groups of storage tanks
located at all termini,
refineries, petro-chemical
complexes and storage
depots. This system, which
has been applied to most
of the oil companies' tank
farms in this country,
readily adapts to the
installation of alarm
systems both audible and
visual which are required
under the Dangerous
Substances Act, 1979.

Hevac
During this current
recession Hevac Ltd. have
found that top quality
products will increase
rather than decrease sales.
When money is in short
supply, hard pressed
consumers will shop
around and insist on the
best value available.
• Three alumina bins 42 metres diameter by 31 metres high by Whessoe (Ireland) each built on a seven metre
Selkirk Metalbestos
high reinforced concrete plinth at the £5.8m Alcan contract.
piefabricated flues have
proved over the last few
air heaters and appliances,
125mm to 250mm to suit
years that they are
systems and have just
available in eight sizes
most domestic and small
definitely the best value
recently been awarded the
commercial boilers, room
around. The fact that sales
from 125mm to 350mm.
contract for the St. lames
heaters and stoves.
of Selkirk have
The new S.c. safety
Hospital project for the
significantly increased last
It has a structural
chimney is an advanced
design fabrication and
support system which
year speaks for itself.
design twin-wall stainless
installation of 8-24" dia
employ's common
Selkirk manufacture a
steel chimney encasing
chimneys each 150 ft.
components across the
wide range of
high grade mineral wool
high.
range of sizes to keep
insulation.
prefabricated flues for
Peter Cowan also
specification, supply and
Designed to give
every conceivable
distribute the complete
erection as simple as
protection against the risk
application and stocks are
range of Selkirk
possible.
of chimney overheat, the
readily available through
Metalbestos products to
Every Selkirk
S.C. chimney ensures rapid
merchant outlets on a
the merchants and heating
Metalbestos chimney
temperature rise and
country wide basis.
contractors.
system has a complete
reduces the risk of
S.M. flue is a twin wall
For further information
range of accessories and
condensation and the build
stainless steel chimney for
contact Brendan Bracken
up of tar and creosote
fixings for rapid assembly, at 58 Castleview,
all flue types, available in
and where relevant all
deposits - the major
seven sizes from 125mm to
Clondalkin, Co. Dublin.
chimneys comply with
factors leading to chimney
35Omm.
Tel: 513533 or Potter
British Standards and
fires and corrosion within
S.T. flue, a triple walled
Cowan 18120 Dumcrue
current building
the chimney.
insulated stainless steel
Crescent, Belfast BT3
regulations and are
S.c. is suitable for
lined chimney system for
9DW (Tel: 775511 Telex:
external and internal
approved by the British
large fuel plant, is
747549).
Gas Corporation.
installation and all fuel,
available in II sizes from
particularly solid fuel, and
250mm to 914mm.
woodburning appliances
I.L. flue, a twin system
which are liable to user
suitable for domestic and
abuse. Should chimney
small commercial gas fired
overheat occur the S.C. 's
appliances available in
Parkabest prefabricated
construction ensures that it
three sizes from 102mm to
Potter Cowan (Irl) Ltd. as
insulated chimney sections
will stand the resultant
152mm.
appointed distributor for
consist of a stainless steel
high temperatures.
Q.C. flue, a twin wall
Selkirk Metalbestos Ltd.
The chimney is tested up London can supply the full inner lining surrounded by
gas vent system for
moulded insulation, the
to 540°C under continuous range of Selkirk stainless
commercial and industrial
whole contained in a
firing. 760°C under short
gas fired installation,
steel insulated chimney
circular
outer casing of
firing and 1150°C for
available in ten sizes from
systems and gas vents.
galvanised
steel (finished in
repeated chimney overheat
178mm to 61Omm.
Potter Cowan (Irl) Ltd.
grey
epoxy
resin paint) or
conditions of short
S. W. flue, a single wall
specialise in the design
stainless
steel.
There are
duration. It is available in
flue pipe for domestic and
supply and installation' of
four standard flue
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss7/1
five
diameters
from
small commercial gas fired
all types of chimney
diameters: 1OOmm,
DOI: 10.21427/D7R71T
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~:otter Cowan

& Co. (Ireland) Ltd.

is Castleview Rd., Clondalkin, Co. Dublin Tel: 513533
18/20 Duncrue Crescent Belfast BT39DW
Tel: n5511 Telex: 747549

'PACE' chimney systems
Appointed Selkirk Distributors
Pre·fabricated Chimneys and Flues

*
*
*
*

Design Services
Installation Services
Building Supported
Free Standing Systems

For further details contact our General Manager
Brendan Bracken at Dublin 513533

WHESSOE (IRELAND) LTD. JAMESTOWN ROAD, FINGLAS, DUBLIN 11. TEL: 342222 TELEX: 25498
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PREFABRICATED
CBIMNEYS FROM BEVAC

Selkirk Metalbestos installed within windshields at Beaumont Hospital. Dublin and suoolied and installed by HEVAC LTD.

MAIN STOCKISTS IN REPUBLIC OF
IRELAND FOR SELKIRK
METALBESTOS
• Twin wall stainless insulated flue for solid fuel appliances. Range 5" - 14" 1.0.
• Single wall stainless flue for gas and oil fired heaters, warm air blowers and gas fired
ceiling heaters. Range 5" - 14" 1.0.
• S.T. chimney system for venting gas, oil or solid fuel plartt - industrial and
commercial. Range 16" - 36",
• Q.C. gas vent sY:item, twin-wall galvanised steel and aluminium vents for commercial
and industrial gas fired installations. Range 7" - 24" 1.0.
Extensive stocks held at our Dublin and Cork warehouses.
HEVAC LIMITED, LlSTER COMPLEX, BALLYMOUNT ROAD, CLONDALKIN, CO. DUBLIN.
TELEPHONE: 519411. TELEX: 30324 TUB El

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss7/1
TIVOLlINDUSTRIAL ESTATE, CORK. TEL: (021) 500166 TELEX: 28408
DOI: 10.21427/D7R71T
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125mm, 150mm and
2oomm.
One of the principal
features of the Parkabest
chimney is the patented
moulding system which
ensures that the chimney is
continuously insulated for
its entire height, with no
metal parts bridging the
insulation gap. This
prevents loss of heat
through the joints, and
provides an automatic gas
and vapour seal. It is an
exclusive feature of the
Parkabest system. This
method of moulding is
made possible by the very
special techniques used in
the manufacture of the
components.
Parkabest Universal
himneys are suitable for
ternal and external
installation with appliances
burning gas, oil & coal.
No dust-stops or
fire-stops required and
conforms to BS715: 1970
for internal flues for gas
appliances.
Park~best insulated
chimneys are extremely
competitive in price. They
are light, requiring little
structural support and are
very speedily erected with
the minimum of labour.
The exclusive design
ensures continuous
insulation for the whole

• The revolutionary new BSI
approved Selkirk se chimney.

height of the chimney so
that heat losses through
the chimney wall are
minimal. This promotes
correct functioning of the
flue and minimises
condensation.
The installed chimney is
neat in appearance. It is
particularly useful for
internal applications where
it can be easily and
unobtrusively
accommodated.
A Parkabest domestic
chimney can be completed
in two or three hours. No

special tools are required
and no wet trades are
involved.
The Parkabest system is
manufactured in four
standard flue diameters
from loomm (4 in) to 200
mm (8 in). It is also
available in industrial size~
from 250-405 mm 00-16

JNSULATED
~10fJn

colla,

in) bore diameters. There
is, therefore a Parkabest
system to suit practically
any domestic, commercial
or industrial situation.
Details from Heating
Distributors Ltd., 147
Richmond Rd., Dublin 3,
(Tel: 375144/370531).

~HIMNEYS

!IMITED

.I.C. L. is the only vacuumformed ceramic-lined pre-fabricated chimney available.

•

The I.C.L. Chimney can withstand temperatures of up to
1,700oc, which is 5000hotter
than the average chimney fire.

•

Factory built for Oil, Gas,
Solid Fuel.

.Comprehensive range of components.
•

This Chimney is the first
to be developed, produced
and marketed in Ireland and
exported to 15 countries.

• Part of the range of prefabricated insulated c~imney systems from
Parkabest distributed by Heating Distributors Ltd.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1983
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Few European firms have
grown from a small
single-man business into a
worldwide group in less
than half a century.
This is the story of
Danfoss - one of the
largest places of work in
Denmark which is also
among the world leaders in
its field.
Danfoss was founded in
1933 by Engineer Mads
Clausen who at that time
made his first product - a
thermostatic expansion
valve for refrigeration
plants - under modest
conditions.
During the first years of
the firm its products were
sold exclusively in the
Denmark. But at the
end of World War 11 it
became possible go gain a
footing in many other
countries.
Today Danfoss is an
international group with
approximately 11,600
people employed
Subsidiary sales companies
have been established in 17
countries, and the interests
of the company are seen to
all over the world by a
network of distributors in
about 100 countries.
About 90070 of
production is exported and
there are factories and
production facilities in five
countries.
In 1961 Danfoss was
converted from a one man
business into a limited
company under the
Planagement of
manufacturer Mads
Clausen until his death in
1966. In 1971 the Bitten
and Mads Clausen

Danloss - AGlobal Aim

----------

• A view of the J. J. Sampson & Son Ltd. premises at Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate in Dublin.

Foundation was
established, and the share
majority in the company
was transferred to the
foundation at the same
time.
The success of the
company can be ascribed
to four main features of
the firm objectives.
I. A determined product
development and quality
control with a view to
dependable products with
a long useful life.
2. A rational mass
production by means of
advanced production
equipment.
3. A high service level
with a network of services
shops and a large staff of
technical advisers for the
benefit of the customers.
4. A continuous research
into future demands with a
view to development of

new products,
establishment of new
product lines designed to
service other fields in the
world market.
As has just been
mentioned, engineer Mads
Clausen, the founder of
the firm, began to make
his product single-handed
in the loft of his father's
farm. Twenty years later
his firm employed 1,000
only 12 months later 2,000
and the staff was
persons, and the staff was
increased further in the
following years until it
reached the total of 11,600
today.
The growth of the
company measured in
floor area has shown the
same characteristic
progress as the number of
employees.
The premises were small

• A meeting in the board room of J. J. Sampson & Son Ltd. (L-R) John Sampson, Les Mason, David Sampson
and Brendan Sampson.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss7/1
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at the beginning. The first
extension was a wooden
hut next to the farm and
it was followed later'by
several similar huts in the
vicinity. Because of a
general shortage of
building materials in
Den~ark, it was the only
possible solution to the
space requirements in the
years up to and including
World War 11 when
Danfoss sold most of its
products in the home
market only.
About 1946 the gate to
the world market was
opened, and Danfoss
accepted the challenge.
A gradually
comprehensive product
range within refrigeration
controls and later also in
other fields such as heati
and industrial automatics
caused the company
market share to increase
steadily in the following
years.
In 1952 a new 5,000 sq.
~. factory hall was put
mto use, and since then
Danfoss has almost
constantly had extensions
and new building going on
in order to be able to
satisfy the demand.
The buildings include
factory halls, design and
development departments,
a two-wing II-storeyed
administration building,
and a separate building for
the EDP centre of the
company.
In 1980 the Danfos floor
area totals 272,000 sq. m.,
and among other features
the company can show the
most modern and
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~dvanced

hardening plant
In Europe in a building
erected for the purpose.
. The product range
Includes 300 different
controls, each produced in
10 designs on an average.
Daily production
approx. 1.8 million single
parts, approx. 80,000
finished products.
Annual consumption of
single parts, e.g. aprox. 80
million springs from own
factory, approx. 125
million screws.
The products are made
on modern production
machines. Nordborg has
approx. 5,000 machines,
several of which have been
designed especially for the
urpose.
The product range today
covers automatic controls
for refrigeration plant,
automatic controls for
heating, ventilation and air
conditioning systems,
components for burners
and boilers, industrial
controls, hydraulic
components, hermetic
refrigeration compressors,
and systems for
refrigeration appliances
and heat pumps.
In 50 years this Danish
firm has grown into a
concern that is represented
world-wide.
The name synonymous
with Danfoss in the
Republic of Ireland is J. J.
ampson & Son Ltd., a
mpany, Jack Sampson,
as father of the
present Managing
Director Brendan Sampson
and grandfather of John
and David Sampson both
directors of the company.

ODD
ccc.
,

••
•

• The test rig in the electronic workshop of J. J. Sampson.

The spirit of the early days
of the company follows a
similar pattern to the
development of Danfoss as
Jack.Sampson was mainly
involved in manufacturing
of engineered products and
in fact a number of
inventions related to dairy
industry products are
credited to him including
a cheese slicing machine
which got an award from
the NAIDA, predecessor
of the lOA.
In the early 1940's, the
war years for Europe,
Sampsons were heavily
committed to supplying
industry in what ever way
possible as raw materials
and spare parts were
almost non existant. In the
late 1940's the company
became involved in
electrical and service
products on a wholesaling

basis and by early in the
1950's, when the
Sampson-Danfoss link up
was forged, the company
reduced its many interests
to specialise in Danfoss
refrigeration products. As
Danfoss expanded its
range of products
Sampsons kept pace with
the changes through
training courses and visits
to the factory.
Sampsons are involved
in almost all the Danfoss
ranges with sales and
service except Hydraulics
which is handled by
Danfoss UK. Marketing
for Danfoss and J. J.
Sampson & Son is a very
important aspect of
business and an excellent
range of literature of a
technical nature is always
available. Marketing is
supported by a strong

good supply at the trade counter and stores of J. J. Sampson.
• Danfoss
products are toDublin,
be seen in
Published
by ARROW@TU
1983

research and development
programme from Danfoss
and this is evident with the
introduction on a large
scale of electronics through
out the entire range of
Danfoss products.
One of the recent
landmarks on the
development of J. J ..
Sampson was a move to
new modern premises in
1980. The new location on
the west of Dublin city
offers a better service to
customers through easy
access and a better
distribution network. The
new premises apart from
sales and storage areas also
has modern workshops
with an electronic
workshop to keep to date
with new equipment
coming in. Valves are also
assembled to specification
whenever nece·ssary.
The present staff of J.
J. Sampson & Son
amounts to eight people
with four on sales, David
Sampson looks after
heating products, John is
in charge of administration
and refrigeration, Brendan
is Managing Director and
Les Mason looks aftcr
sales of industrial products
including drives.
Looking to the future
Sampsons see themselves
progressing with the
changes that are happening
in industry today, these
changes are happening
even faster than in the past
with Danfoss products
being planned to come on
the market as they are
required .
IHVN, July /983
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NEW PRODUCTS
New from
Saunier
Duval

Kisch Launch
New Tefal
Heaters
Be stocked up with
heaters in plenty of time for
the Autum and Winter
months ahead ... that's
the advice from Kisch
International Ltd. who
have just launched a
stylish new collection of
• The range of three new Tefal heaters featuring the 'Double-comfort'
Tefal French-made
fan/convector (left), the fan/radiant heater (centre) and the convector
convector cum fan heaters.
model which have been launched here by Kisch International Ltd.
There are three heaters
in this attractive Tefal
heater's convector, it can
problems of sulfur,
range which are distributed
be set to give permanent or vanadium and sodium in
by the expanding Kisch
prolonged heat, with the
fuel oil by inhibiting the
International through the
warm air circulating
formation of molten
normal outlets throughout
naturally while the model
vanadium compound
the country. Kisch also
operates quite silently.
deposits and neutralises the
market a diverse selection
All Tefal heaters contain formation of sulfur
of other Tefal domestic
an auto stop safety adevice trioxide.
appliances and housewares
should a model be
Super Atom-Ix is a
and some six products all
accidentally knocked over.
balanced compound of
new to the Irish market
These new models are
organic dispersant,
will shortly be introduced
designed to provide
stabilising, and emulsifying
here, by the Ballymount
economical, instant room
agents and a highly
Road based marketing
heat and are particularly
effective
suitable for Irish home's
combustion-improving
distributor.
commented a spokesman
catalyst in a pure hydro
Three new Tefal heaters
for Kisch International
carbon solvent. The
- the Teval model 6231 is
Ltd. the Tefal marketing
surfactant active materials
a fan heater featuring a
distributors whose
affect the surface tension
2-bar radiant; model 6441
showrooms, stores and
in residual oils and
is a convector unit and the
preventing formation of
offices are located at Unit
third heater, model 6447 is
G 1, Ballymount Drive,
sludge. The formation of
a convector/fan heater.
Ballymount Road,
viscous emulsions due to
This collection of Tefal
Walkinstown, Dublin 12.
condensation water is
heaters are unique to the
prevented by the
Irish heating market and
emulsification of the water
are expected to create a
into fine particles that can
sizeable impact and
aid in the combustion
demand here for
process. The atomisation
economical room heaters.
of the fuel at burner
Model 6447 - the
nozzles is improved
convector/fan heater
through the control of
offers two
surface tension and the
'double-comfort'
Super Atom-Ix Formula
stratification that can
advantages - the choice
950 is a multipurpose fuel
occur in blended fuel oils,
of turning on a powerful
oil treatment for residual
and from maintaining the
fan, which gives instant
and distillate fuel oils. It
pre-f1ame system free from
hot air, or the useful
stabilises the fuel oil in
sludge and deposits.
alternative of using the
storage and maintains the
Super Atom
heater's convector, which
pre-f1ame system clean,
-Ix provides
ensures a constant
preventing formation of
significant reductions in
temperature in a room.
sludge, gum and other
the corrosive effects of
The fan when in use
deposits. A powerful
high sulfur, high vanadium
blows out hot air, quickly
combustion catalyst gives
and high sodium content
raising the room
more complete
of residual fuel oils.
temperature. Furthermore,
combustion, reducing
Further details from
the fan heats. the existing
smoke and soot, and
Bro-Man American
cold air while providing all
reducing fuel oil
Products Ltd., 5 Herbert
round warmth from floor
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss7/1
consumption. Super
Street, Dublin 2, (Tel:
to ceiling. If one decides to
DOI:
10.21427/D7R71T
Atom-Ix controls the
switch
over to using this
374409) John Manning.

Atom-Ix
Fuel Treatment
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Saunier Duval's 625m
power room sealed
microvent combination
boiler offers many
advantages over
conventional heating and
hot water systems. Its
small size for power ratio
combined with the l00mm
OD rear or either side flue
outlet, offers great
flexibility in siting. It will
be shortly available in
Ireland for natural gas and
LPG.
Its unique fixing jig
offers easy installation and
the opportunity to water
test the heating system
before the boiler is
brought on site. Within the
panels of the boiler, are
concealed the circulating
pump and expansion vessel
- for sealed system use no expansion tanks to site
- no need to visit the
attic. The boiler comes
complete with safety valve
- overheat device thermocouple and fan
failure detector. The entire
control system is
controlled by a
microprocessor.
By combining in one
unit a central heating
boiler and an
instantaneous water heater,
valuable space is saved and
because of the unit's high
efficiency (82%), coupled
with the fact that the
consumer will only pay for
the domestic hot water
that is actually used, there
is no wasteful storage. The
result is lower running
costs and a satisfied
customer.
Maximum output is
25kW (85,000 Btu/hr)
automatically adjusted to a
minimum of 7.5kW
(25,590 Btu/hr). The
efficiency is 83070 at max
and 79.5% at min.
Distributed by Heating
Distributors Ltd., 145-147
Richmond Road, Dublin 3,
28
(Tel: 375144/370531).
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PRODUCT REVIEW: RADIA TORS

NEW DEVELOPMENTS
IN RADIATORS
The following notes are based on material submitted by
the companies concerned.

DANFOSS
Danfoss as the world's
leading manufacturer of
radiator thermostats offers
the heating trade 30 years
experience of research and
development into home
comfort and energy saving
controls. This position has
been reached through
constant, intensive and
objective development of
their radiator thermostat
programme.
It started with the
"RA" series in 1952 and
later evolved into the
"RAD" and later the
"RA V" Series. The latest
results of Danfoss
development now give us
a new series of radiator
thermostats which on
several important points
are both technically and
operationally superior in
meeting to-days demands
or effective room
temperature control. The
new series have been
designated "RA VL-N",
"RA VL-S" and
"RAV-N"."
The core of the new
radiator thermostats is the
specially developed
Danfoss vapour-charged
bellows systems which has
been tried and tested to
meet the strict technical
control requirements that
Danfoss itself imposes on
all its products, quality for
which it is well known
both in the heating trade
and other trades. This
experience and traditional
Danfoss quality is reflected
in many advantages the
new Series offer,
* High Sensitivity
* Lower Flow Temperature
Dependency
* Friction Free Bellows
Systems

* Kv-Factors

stamped on
Valve Bodies
* Wide choice of Sensors
available in Built-in and
Remote Sensor Versions in
a clean and attractive
design.
* Large range of Valve
bodies to suit above
Sensors and allow proper
locations for various
applications.
Individual room
temperature control using
Danfoss Radiator
Thermostats gives the
customer the means of
reducing fuel bills with
improved comfort.
Only central heating
systems with a thermostat

on every radiator can
effectively capture "free
heat" gains from the Sun,
people, and electrical
appliances, etc. The
sensitive Danfoss radiator
thermostat automatically
ajdusts the flow to the
radiator, thus maintaining
a constant room
temperature. Each room is
independently controlled in
this way to a temperature
preset by the user.
The fuel saving potential
is obvious if you remember
that ever 1°C reduction in
worn temperature saves
8% of the heating costs of
that room. Customer
comfort is assured because

they can set a different
temperature for each and
every room in their home.
Danfoss radiator
thermostats can be fitted
into existing systems as
well as new systems, with
all the advantages
involved. Mounting
Danfoss radiator
thermostats presents no
problems, in fact the
overall dimensions of the
valve and the wide variet
of valve choice minimize
the installation work.
Valve sizes available in
Ys ", Y2", 3;4" and I",
while varying the copper
compression rings allows
use on micro bore and/or

• The Danfoss range of thermostatic radiator valves.

FARAL
TROPICAL
Occupying half the space
of a conventional double
panel steel radiator for the
same output, this new
range from Europe's
largest manufacturer
brings new design potential
for the cost-conscious 80's.
Italian charm units with
strength, versatility and
colour that is backed by a
full ten year warranty.
Die-cast in lightweight
aluminium alloy with a

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1983

range of versatile fittings,
the Faral Tropical 80 is
suitable for one and two
pipe systems, available
off-the-shelf in two
distinctive styles with four
heights (680, 580, 430 and
280mm).
Variable lengths are
achieved by "crocodiling
to order" the 80mm long
sections. All radiators are
transported in strong
export cartons to protect
the high standard of
enamel finish.
Out performance data
conforms to CEDRIC ISO
/TC/ 116 standards
approved by the University

of Liege.
All individual sections
and pre-assembled
multi-section units of Faral
Tropical radiators are
pressure tested to 9 bar
(130 Ibs. per sq. in.) for
working pressures up to 6
bar (86 Ibs. per sq. in.).
For each radiator type, the
tables are calculated on a
different tef!lperature of
t 56°C (100°F).
For other temperature
differentials, the correction
factors from the table
should be applied to the
standard outputs.
Details from Heating
Distributors Ltd.
IHVN, July 1983
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PRODUCT REVIEW: RADIATORS
other copper pipe systems.
Danfoss models are
available to control any
type of L.P.H.W. system
and from the complete
range cover, standard
radiators, enclosed
convectors, skirt radiators,
underfloor grill systems,
combined heating and
ventilating systems etc.
For further details and
your up-to-date catalogue
on Danfoss energy
efficient heating controls
contact J. J. Sampson &
Son Ltd., Unit 71, Cherry
Orchard Industrial Estate,
Dublin 10, (Tel: 01-268111
Telex: 92219).

RONTALRAD
Two important aspects of
central heating systems are
effect and a good
appearance. Most
specifiers would be happy
to find these in a proposed
system but if a
manufacturer can also
supply a system which is
versatile he is placing

• The Runtal LST panel used in a hospital project. The LST was chosen
for this appli~tion because of i~ low surface temperature properties but
as you can see It has also been designed to achieve a continuous "cill-line"
style effect.

himself ahead of most of
his competitors.
One company which
gives these three qualities
is Runtalrad. The
versatility of the system
can be judged from the
availability of more than
22,000 different products.
The result is a system
which is "tailor made" for
the building.
The Runtal panel system
can be used vertically or
horizontally. The panels
come in lengths of between
600mm and 6,OOOmm and
in heights of between
70mm and 98mm. The
horizontal HL panel

combines good looks with
the highest output
available from a panel
radiator, eliminating the
need for bulky double
panels and dramatically
reducing the wall space
required for radiators. The
areas where wall space is
extremely limited to
vertical panel will
maximise heating
capability using a
minimum of space.
Runtal column is a
decorative yet highly
efficient central heating
radiator. Its unique
see-through facility makes
it idea for use in front of

full height glazing as it
allows the light to pass
straight through it and
make an interesting visual
feature whether viewed
from inside or outside the
building. It is also widely
used in hospital
applications where
cleanliness is a priority.
The Runtal low surface
temperature panel is
suitable for use in all areas
where a low surface
temperature (max 40 deg.
C.) is desirable e.g.
hospitals, old peoples
homes, nursing homes,
psychiatric units, etc. The
L.S.T. panels make low
surface temperatures
possible while still using
normal or higher flow an
return temperatures. It is
also an ideal alternative to
cill-line heating in office
blocks, etc. being much
more robust, more
streamline and much
simpler to install.
All Runtal radiators are
manufactured in Ireland
and carry a five year
guarantee.

'=

Runtal: For people who want style &
economy in a heating system~
The most advanced radiator in the world
Runtal have c'€ated radiators so advanced tl1
they completely revolutionise our whole conce~
of radiators. Specify them for all your clients, be I
for the home, commerce or industry. Choose
from a complete range of radiators. There's a
Runtal radiator to meet every conceivable need.
They're easily maintained I They give more heat I
And are immediately available from stock!

75% more heat
Most Runtal radiators, such as the HL, have
unique Swiss-designed fins that dramatically
Increase the ~adiators output by up to 75%
compared With conventional panel radiators of
the same dimensions.

Immediate delivery

~

I
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss7/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7R71T
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Runtal HL radiators, made from 1.5 mm
#,0'
·gauge steel, in a wide range of sizes, all
#,,,,($'"
guaranteed for 5 years, are available
• 0 ul>
from stock now!
# 0->'' '
There's no delay! Delivery from ~~o'>''/j
our depot IS Immediate!
#o~o

0&:1
1'\1 Rill

Fa, details lelephone os

A Jones Group Company"

4300

#

#
#

',./

~~;'~'>O

~",,>e'>:~ e'>~
~",~

.,.00'
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Energy efficient Heating Controls

*
*
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*
*

Danfoss Radiator Thermostats control accuracy, avoids costly overheating of the
room and automatically adjusts for "Free Heat" gains (i.e. sun's rays, electrical
appliances etc.) to maintain the set temperature level chosen for that room.
Available in wide range of valve patterns and sizes (%" to 1") with various
Sensors to allow optimum choice for all types of Heating Sytems.
Savings of up to 20010 are possible without loss of comfort.
Danfoss Radiator Thermostats are easy to fit to new or existing installations and
require no electrical wiring.
Backed by 30 years experience in manufacturing, research and development.

Insist on the best - Insist on Danfoss
For further details and our catalogue on Danfoss "Energy Efficient Heating Controls"
Irish Agents for Over 30 Years

J.~

J. SAMPSON i SON LTD.

Unit 71, Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate, Dublin 10. Tel: (01) 268111 Telex: 92219
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THOMMEN CALIBRATOR EM
~

lZ
11
10
9

8

5
4
Type EM 421
410 x 260 x 230 mm
approx.
kg

-3

s..

Platon
Flowmeter

2
•• 1

l/lll .

Indep. from mains

Separate power supply 24V D.e.

(SWITZERLAND)

West WE 01 process controller

Platon'M'-valve.
Barksdale piston pressure switch
for pressures up to 315 bar.

Air operated miniature
control valve
for automatic
control of
most media.

96mm square metal case.
PO + PI control action.
Rueger thermometers.

Limit comparator & controlling
output option.
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MANOIHERM lID.
Controls and Gauges for all industries
THE CONTROL CENTRES

4 WALKINSTOWN ROAD, DUBLIN 12
Phone: 522355. 522018. 522229. Telex: 24467

Thermocouples &
resistance
thermometers

10 KNOCKBRACKEN PARK. BELFAST BT60HL

Roto-Bindicator.

Phone 645966
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol22/iss7/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7R71T
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